The mutation properties of spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy disease alleles.
We studied the gene for the trinucleotide repeat disorder X-linked spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) to quantify the spectrum of mutations and gain insight into genetic anticipation. This analysis was performed using single sperm typing from an affected individual. This method allows the quantification of large numbers of meioses and therefore provides accurate information about genetic instability of the CAG repeat expansions which cause SBMA. Among 198 X chromosome-containing sperm cells, 20% had a CAG repeat number equal to the donor's somatic DNA of 49 CAG repeats, 56% were expansions, and 24% contractions. Most of the expansions (84%) and contractions (94%) were between 1 and 3 CAG repeats. These results are consistent with those obtained from one previously studied SBMA patient and reveal greater CAG repeat instability in sperm than in somatic tissue. Our results indicate that in SBMA, in contrast to sperm typing analysis of Huntington's disease, there is relative stability of the CAG repeat number during paternal transmissions and that the spectrum of mutations is narrow. These results are in agreement with the limited available clinical data and suggest that anticipation may not be a significant feature of this disease.